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ABSTRACT
We report the discovery of two ultra-faint stellar systems found in early data from the DECam Local
Volume Exploration survey (DELVE). The first system, Centaurus I (DELVE J1238−4054), is identified
as a resolved overdensity of old and metal-poor stars with a heliocentric distance of D = 116.3+0.6−0.6 kpc,
a half-light radius of rh = 2.3
+0.4
−0.3 arcmin, an age of τ > 12.85 Gyr, a metallicity of Z = 0.0002
+0.0001
−0.0002,
and an absolute magnitude of MV = −5.55+0.11−0.11 mag. This characterization is consistent with the
population of ultra-faint satellites, and confirmation of this system would make Centaurus I one of the
brightest recently discovered ultra-faint dwarf galaxies. Centaurus I is detected in Gaia DR2 with a
clear and distinct proper motion signal, confirming that it is a real association of stars distinct from
the Milky Way foreground; this is further supported by the clustering of blue horizontal branch stars
near the centroid of the system. The second system, DELVE 1 (DELVE J1630−0058), is identified as
a resolved overdensity of stars with a heliocentric distance of D = 19.0+0.5−0.6 kpc, a half-light radius of
rh = 0.97
+0.24
−0.17 arcmin, an age of τ = 12.5
+1.0
−0.7 Gyr, a metallicity of Z = 0.0005
+0.0002
−0.0001, and an absolute
magnitude of MV = −0.2+0.8−0.6 mag, consistent with the known population of faint halo star clusters.
Given the low number of probable member stars at magnitudes accessible with Gaia DR2, a proper
motion signal for DELVE 1 is only marginally detected. We compare the spatial position and proper
motion of both Centaurus I and DELVE 1 with simulations of the accreted satellite population of the
Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) and find that neither is likely to be associated with the LMC.
Keywords: galaxies: dwarf – star clusters: general – Local Group
1. INTRODUCTION
Ultra-faint dwarf galaxies are the least luminous and
most dark matter-dominated objects in the known Uni-
verse. They are generally characterized by their low
luminosities, relatively large mass-to-light ratios, and
old, metal-poor stellar populations (e.g., McConnachie
2012; Simon 2019; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2019a, and ref-
erences therein). As dark matter-dominated systems,
ultra-faint galaxies are among the most pristine labora-
tories for the study of dark matter itself. For instance,
they serve as excellent candidates for indirect detection
of dark matter annihilation and decay (e.g., Geringer-
Sameth et al. 2015; Albert et al. 2017). Furthermore,
the census of Milky Way satellite galaxies has been used
to constrain models of particle dark matter (e.g., cold,
warm, and self-interacting dark matter), which predict
∗ NHFP Einstein Fellow
different structures at small scales (e.g., Aaronson 1983;
Maccio` & Fontanot 2010; Lovell et al. 2014; Jethwa et al.
2018; Nadler et al. 2019a). The demographics of the
Milky Way satellite population have been used to test
our understanding of re-ionization (e.g., Boylan-Kolchin
et al. 2015), the formation of the smallest galaxies (e.g.,
Jeon et al. 2017; Wheeler et al. 2019), the galaxy–halo
connection (e.g, Kim et al. 2018; Jethwa et al. 2018;
Newton et al. 2018; Nadler et al. 2019b), and the origin
of the heavy elements (e.g., Ji et al. 2016; Frebel 2018).
As such, there has been great interest in the discovery,
confirmation, and characterization of new faint systems.
Faint halo star clusters form another population of
stellar systems in orbit around the Milky Way. While
their surface brightnesses are comparable to those of
the ultra-faint galaxies, they are generally characterized
by having smaller physical sizes (r1/2 . 20 pc) and he-
liocentric distances (D & 15 kpc) than dark matter-
dominated satellite galaxies. These faint star clusters
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are proposed to have been accreted onto the Milky Way
through the disruption of infalling satellite galaxies (e.g.,
Searle & Zinn 1978; Gnedin & Ostriker 1997; Koposov
et al. 2007; Forbes & Bridges 2010; Leaman et al. 2013;
Massari et al. 2017). As such, understanding the popu-
lation of faint halo star clusters is an important aspect
in understanding the assembly history of the Milky Way.
While physical sizes can be used as a proxy to catego-
rize objects as either ultra-faint galaxies or faint star
clusters, the most definitive classification comes from
the kinematic measurement of dark matter content via
spectroscopic analysis.
Before the advent of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS), there were only a dozen known Milky Way
satellite galaxies. The unprecedented depth of SDSS
over most of the northern sky resulted in a doubling
of the known population of satellite galaxies during the
decade from 2005 to 2015 (e.g., Willman et al. 2005a,b;
Belokurov et al. 2006; Zucker et al. 2006a,b; Belokurov
et al. 2007, 2009, 2010). By virtue of successive large sky
surveys, including those using the Dark Energy Cam-
era (DECam; Flaugher et al. 2015) installed on the 4-
m Blanco Telescope at the Cerro Tololo Inter-American
Observatory (CTIO) in Chile, the current number of
Milky Way satellite galaxies has increased to ∼ 60 in
the past five years. Simultaneously, new star clusters
have been discovered at increasingly faint magnitudes,
contributing to the overall population of stellar systems
orbiting the Milky Way. Specifically, searches for Milky
Way satellites in the Dark Energy Survey (DES; e.g.,
Bechtol et al. 2015; Koposov et al. 2015; Kim & Jer-
jen 2015a; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015; Luque et al. 2016)
and Pan-STARRS (e.g., Laevens et al. 2014, 2015a,b)
resulted in the discovery of more than twenty new satel-
lites. Deep imaging surveys using the Hyper Suprime-
Cam (HSC) have also uncovered three new candidate
dwarf galaxies at distances and brightnesses inaccessi-
ble to previous surveys (Homma et al. 2016, 2018, 2019).
Meanwhile, there have been a number of community-led
DECam surveys which have contributed to the census
of Milky Way satellites. These include the Survey of the
MAgellanic Stellar History (SMASH; e.g., Martin et al.
2015; Nidever et al. 2017), the Magellanic SatelLites Sur-
vey (MagLiteS; e.g., Drlica-Wagner et al. 2016; Torre-
alba et al. 2018), the Magellanic Edges Survey (MagES;
e.g., Koposov et al. 2018), and the Blanco Imaging of
the Southern Sky Survey (BLISS; e.g., Mau et al. 2019).
With increasing sky coverage and depth, DECam is ex-
pected to continue to play an important role in search-
ing for ultra-faint Milky Way satellites in the southern
sky. We refer the reader to Simon (2019) and references
therein for a recent review of the Milky Way ultra-faint
satellite galaxy population.
As a continuation of these community-led surveys in
the southern hemisphere, the DECam Local Volume Ex-
ploration survey (DELVE)1 seeks to complete DECam
coverage of the southern sky with |b| > 10◦ by com-
bining 126 nights of new observations in the 2019A–
2021B semesters with existing public DECam commu-
nity data. DELVE consists of three survey compo-
nents: a shallow wide-area survey of the southern sky
(WIDE), a medium-depth survey around the Magellanic
Clouds (MC; this serves as an extension of SMASH and
MagLiteS), and a deep-drilling survey around four Mag-
ellanic analogs in the Local Volume (DEEP; e.g., similar
to Sand et al. 2015 and Carlin et al. 2016). In particular,
DELVE-WIDE is designed to search for new ultra-faint
stellar systems around the Milky Way by mapping the
high-Galactic-latitude southern sky to a depth compa-
rable to that of the first two years of DES.
Using an early version of the DELVE-WIDE cata-
log, which was constructed from existing public DECam
exposures and DELVE exposures that were taken pri-
marily in 2019A, we conducted a search for new faint
Milky Way satellites and found two new resolved stellar
overdensities that are consistent with old, metal-poor
isochrones. Furthermore, we cross-matched the early
DELVE-WIDE data with the Gaia DR2 catalog (Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2018) in the regions around these
systems and measured their proper motions, helping
confirm that these systems are real associations of stars.
The first of these systems, DELVE J1238−4054, has a
physical size and luminosity consistent with the locus
of ultra-faint galaxies (Table 1, Figure 5), and we ten-
tatively denote it Centaurus I (Cen I). In contrast, the
small physical size and extremely low luminosity of the
second system, DELVE J1630−0058, is consistent with
the population of faint halo star clusters (Table 1, Fig-
ure 5), and we tentatively assign the name DELVE 1.
We note that this system was simultaneously discov-
ered in Pan-STARRS DR1 (Drlica-Wagner et al. 2019a).
While kinematic measurements are necessary to defini-
tively classify the nature of faint stellar systems, this
labeling scheme follows the convention of naming ultra-
faint galaxies after the constellation in which they reside
and faint star clusters after the survey in which they
were discovered.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-
scribe DELVE-WIDE and the early catalog used in this
study. The search algorithm is described in Section 3. In
1 https://delve-survey.github.io
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Section 4, we present the morphology, isochrone param-
eters, and proper motions of Centaurus I and DELVE 1.
Finally, in Section 5, we discuss interesting features of
each system as well as their possible origins. We briefly
conclude in Section 6.
2. DATA
DELVE-WIDE seeks to achieve complete, contigu-
ous coverage of the high-Galactic-latitude (|b| > 10◦)
southern sky in g, r, i, z by targeting regions of the sky
that have not been observed by other community pro-
grams. DELVE is expected to collect ∼ 20,000 new ex-
posures over its three-year survey. During the first year
of DELVE observing, we performed 3×90 s dithered ex-
posures in g, i following the survey strategy of DES. We
leave a detailed description of the DELVE observing and
data reduction to a future paper.
Our early DELVE-WIDE dataset consists of approx-
imately 14,000 exposures in the northern Galactic cap
with b > 10◦ and δ2000 < 0◦. The main constituents
of this dataset are observations taken by DELVE, DE-
CaLS (Dey et al. 2019), and DeROSITAS,2 augmented
by other DECam exposures in griz that were publicly
available in August 2019.3 All exposures were processed
consistently with the DES Data Management (DESDM)
pipeline (Morganson et al. 2018). This pipeline en-
ables sub-percent-level photometric accuracy by cal-
ibrating based on custom-made, seasonally averaged
bias and flat images and performing full-exposure sky
background subtraction (Bernstein et al. 2018). The
DESDM pipeline utilizes SourceExtractor and PSFEx
(Bertin & Arnouts 1996; Bertin 2011) for automatic
source detection and photometric measurement on an
exposure-level basis. We then calibrate stellar posi-
tions against Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018),
which provides 30 milliarcsecond astrometric calibra-
tion precision. The DELVE photometry is calibrated
by matching stars in each CCD to the APASS (Hen-
den & Munari 2014) and 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006)
sky survey catalogs following the procedure described in
Drlica-Wagner et al. (2016). APASS-measured magni-
tudes were transformed to the DES filter system be-
fore calibration using the equations described in Ap-
pendix A4 of Drlica-Wagner et al. (2018):
gDES = gAPASS − 0.0642(gAPASS − rAPASS)− 0.0239
rDES = rAPASS − 0.1264(rAPASS − iAPASS)− 0.0098
iDES = rAPASS − 0.4145(rAPASS − J2MASS − 0.81)− 0.0391,
which have statistical root-mean-square errors per star
of σg = 0.04 mag, σr = 0.05 mag, and σi = 0.04 mag.
2 http://www.ctio.noao.edu/noao/node/12480
3 Public exposures were downloaded from the Science Archive
hosted by NSF’s National Optical-Infrared Astronomy Research
Laboratory: http://archive1.dm.noao.edu.
The relative photometric uncertainty of these derived
zeropoints was estimated to be ∼ 3% by comparing to
measurements made with the DES Forward Global Cal-
ibrations Module (FGCM; Burke et al. 2018) in overlap-
ping fields. In a small number of cases where too few
stars in a given exposure were matched with the refer-
ence catalog, we derived photometric zeropoints from a
simultaneous fit of all CCDs for that exposure.
We built a multi-band catalog of unique sources
by matching detections between the individual single-
exposure catalogs following Drlica-Wagner et al. (2015).
We started by selecting DECam exposures in the
DELVE-WIDE dataset with exposure times ranging
from 30 s to 350 s. We applied basic exposure-level cuts
on the effective exposure time scale factor (T EFF > 0.3;
Neilsen et al. 2015), astrometric matching quality vs.
Gaia (ASTROMETRIC CHI2 < 500), and number of ob-
jects (N OBJECTS < 7.5 × 105) to remove exposures
that suffered from observational, instrumental, and/or
processing artifacts. To generate a unique source cata-
log with multi-band information, we cross-matched all
sources detected in individual exposures using a 1 arcsec
matching radius. We calculated weighted-average pho-
tometric properties based on the single-exposure mea-
surements and their associated uncertainties (Drlica-
Wagner et al. 2015). In total, the dataset covers ap-
proximately 6,000 deg2 in any single band, with the g
and r bands providing the largest simultaneous coverage
in any two bands. There are 437,373,694 unique objects
in this early catalog.
Extinction from Milky Way foreground dust was cal-
culated for each object from a bilinear interpolation to
the extinction maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) and Schlafly
& Finkbeiner (2011). To calculate reddening, we as-
sumed RV = 3.1 and used a set of Rλ = Aλ/E(B − V )
coefficients derived by DES for the g, r, and i bands,
where Rg = 3.185, Rr = 2.140, and Ri = 1.571, respec-
tively (DES Collaboration et al. 2018).4 Hereafter, all
quoted magnitudes are corrected for dust extinction.
3. SATELLITE SEARCH
To identify Milky Way satellite candidates in the early
DELVE-WIDE catalog, we applied the simple5 algo-
rithm, which has successfully been used for satellite
searches on other DECam and Pan-STARRS datasets
(e.g., Bechtol et al. 2015; Mau et al. 2019; Drlica-Wagner
et al. 2019a). Briefly, simple uses an isochrone filter in
4 An update to the DECam standard bandpasses changed these
coefficients by < 1 mmag for DES DR1 (DES Collaboration et al.
2018).
5 https://github.com/DarkEnergySurvey/simple
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Diagnostic Plots for Centaurus I
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Figure 1. Source density, color–magnitude diagram, and radial density profile plots for Centaurus I. (Left): Stellar density
field convolved with a Gaussian kernel of 2′. The red arrow is drawn in the direction of the solar-reflex-corrected proper motion,
and the cyan line corresponds to the great circle connecting Centaurus I and the Galactic center. A secondary overdensity near
Centaurus I, which is a potential tidal feature, is circled in red. (Middle left): Background galaxy density field convolved with a
Gaussian kernel of 2′. (Middle right): Color–magnitude Hess diagram corresponding to all foreground stars within 0.◦10 of the
centroid of Centaurus I minus all background stars in a concentric annulus from 0.◦24 to 0.◦26. The best-fit PARSEC isochrone
(derived in Section 4.1; Table 1) is shown in black. Crosshatching indicates bins with no stars. (Right): Radial surface density
profile of stars passing the isochrone filter; the errors are derived from the standard deviation of the number of stars in a given
annulus divided by the area of that annulus. The blue curve corresponds to the best-fit Plummer model, assuming spherical
symmetry, with ah = 2.
′9 (derived in Section 4.1; Table 1). The dashed gray line represents the background field density.
Diagnostic Plots for DELVE 1
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Figure 2. Similar to Figure 1 but for DELVE 1. Due to incomplete coverage in this region, CCD chip gaps (i.e., the underdense
horizontal and vertical striations) are apparent in the left panel.
the color–magnitude space of two bands to enhance the
contrast of halo substructures relative to the foreground
field of Milky Way stars at a given small range of dis-
tances. Because the total area covered in both the r and
i bands is roughly equal for the DELVE-WIDE catalog,
we chose to run simple using g- and r-band data. The
r-band was chosen over the i-band because it was found
to be deeper. We note that running simple on g- and
i-band data yields similar findings and also results in
the detections of both systems presented in this paper
at high significance.
Stars were selected with |SPREAD MODEL R| < 0.003 +
SPREADERR MODEL R, where SPREAD MODEL is a morpho-
logical variable acting as a discriminant between the
best-fitting local PSF model (for a point-like source) and
the same PSF model but convolved with a circular expo-
nential disk model with a scale length of one-sixteenth
of the PSF’s FWHM (for an extended source), and
SPREADERR MODEL is the associated error (Desai et al.
2012; DES Collaboration et al. 2018). A magnitude se-
lection of g < 23 mag was applied to reduce star–galaxy
confusion.
The DELVE-WIDE catalog was divided into HEALPix
(Go´rski et al. 2005) pixels of nside = 32 (∼ 3.4 deg2).
For each nside = 32 pixel, spatial overdensities of old,
metal-poor stars were identified with a matched-filter
isochrone, scanning in distance modulus from 16.0 to
23.0 mag in steps of 0.5 mag. Specifically, a PARSEC
isochrone (Bressan et al. 2012) with metallicity Z =
0.0001 and age τ = 12 Gyr was used. At each step in
the distance modulus scan, stars were selected within
0.1 mag of the isochrone locus in color–magnitude space
according to ∆(g−r) <
√
0.12 + σ2g + σ
2
r , where σg and
σr are the photometric uncertainties on the g- and r-
band magnitudes, respectively. The map of the filtered
stellar density field was then smoothed by a Gaussian
kernel (σ = 2′), and local density peaks were identi-
fied by iteratively raising a density threshold until fewer
than ten disconnected peaks remained above the thresh-
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old value. For each identified peak, the Poisson signifi-
cance of the observed stellar counts relative to the local
field density within a given aperture was computed. All
peaks with Poisson significance SIG > 5.5σ were consid-
ered for subsequent analysis.
Upon visual inspection of diagnostic plots for each
of these peaks, two were identified as potential Milky
Way satellite candidates, which we designate Centau-
rus I and DELVE 1 (Figures 1 and 2, respectively). The
left two panels of Figures 1 and 2 show the filtered and
smoothed stellar and galactic density fields, respectively.
The middle right panels show the color–magnitude Hess
diagram. The right panels show the radial distribution
of isochrone-filtered stars with respect to the centroid.
Note that DELVE 1 was discovered in a region of the
survey with incomplete coverage, and CCD chip gaps
can be seen in the upper right region of the left panel of
Figure 2.
4. PROPERTIES OF THE DISCOVERED STELLAR
SYSTEMS
In the following subsections, we characterize the mor-
phologies, stellar populations, distances, and proper mo-
tions of Centaurus I and DELVE 1. The most probable
values of these parameters, with associated uncertain-
ties, are presented in Table 1.
4.1. Morphological and Isochrone Parameters
We fit the morphological and isochrone parameters of
Centaurus I and DELVE 1 using the maximum likeli-
hood formulation implemented in the ultra-faint galaxy
likelihood toolkit (ugali6; Bechtol et al. 2015; Drlica-
Wagner et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2019a). The
spatial distribution of stars was modeled with a Plum-
mer (Plummer 1911) profile, and a synthetic isochrone
from Bressan et al. (2012) was fit to the observed
color–magnitude diagram. We simultaneously fit the
right ascension and declination (α2000 and δ2000, re-
spectively), extension (ah), ellipticity (), and position
angle (P.A.) of the Plummer profile, and the age (τ),
metallicity (Z), and distance modulus shift (m−M) of
the isochrone. The posterior probability distributions
of each parameter were derived using an affine invariant
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) ensemble sampler
(emcee; Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). Table 1 presents
the best-fit parameters with uncertainties for both ob-
jects. From these properties, we derive estimates of the
Galactocentric longtiude and latitude (` and b, respec-
tively), the azimuthally averaged angular and physical
half-light radii (rh and r1/2, respectively), the heliocen-
6 https://github.com/DarkEnergySurvey/ugali
Table 1. Derived morphology, isochrone, and proper
motion parameters for Centaurus I and DELVE 1.
Parameter Centaurus I DELVE 1
α2000 (deg) 189.585
+0.004
−0.004 247.725
+0.002
−0.002
δ2000 (deg) −40.902+0.004−0.005 −0.972+0.003−0.003
ah (arcmin) 2.9
+0.5
−0.4 1.10
+0.27
−0.19
rh (arcmin) 2.3
+0.4
−0.3 0.97
+0.24
−0.17
r1/2 (pc) 79
+14
−10 5.4
+1.5
−1.1
 0.4+0.1−0.1 0.2
+0.1
−0.2
P.A. (deg) 20+11−11 21
+26
−30
m−M (mag) 20.33+0.03−0.01 ± 0.1a 16.39+0.06−0.07 ± 0.1a
D (kpc) 116.3+1.6−0.6 19.0
+0.5
−0.6
τ (Gyr) > 12.85b 12.5+1.0−0.7
Z 0.0002+0.0001−0.0002 0.0005
+0.0002
−0.0001∑
i pi,ugali 155
+19
−20 50
+8
−9
TS 308.3 146.7
MV (mag) −5.55+0.11−0.11c −0.2+0.8−0.6c
M∗ (M) 14300+1800−1800 144
+24
−27
µ (mag arcsec−2) 27.9 26.9
[Fe/H] (dex) −1.8 −1.5
E(B − V ) 0.124 0.113
` (deg) 300.265 14.188
b (deg) 21.902 30.289
DGC (kpc) 112.7 12.9
µα cos δ (mas yr−1) 0.00+0.19−0.18 −1.7+0.4−0.4
µδ (mas yr
−1) −0.46+0.25−0.26 1.6+0.2−0.2∑
i pi,MM 15.0
+1.7
−1.6 4.2
+1.7
−4.2
Note—Uncertainties were derived from the highest density in-
terval containing the peak and 68% of the marginalized pos-
terior distribution.
aWe assume a systematic uncertainty of ±0.1 associated with
isochrone modeling.
b The age posterior peaks at the upper bound of the allowed
parameter range (13.5 Gyr); thus, we quote a lower limit at
the 84% confidence level.
cThe uncertainty in MV was calculated following Martin et al.
(2008) and does not include uncertainty in the distance.
tric distance (D), the Galactocentric distance (DGC;
calculated from the three-dimensional physical separa-
tion between each object and the Galactic center, as-
sumed to be at RGC = 8.178 kpc; Abuter et al. 2019),
the average surface brightness within one half-light ra-
dius (µ), the stellar mass integrated along the isochrone
(M∗), and the metallicity ([Fe/H]). The ugali member-
ship probability (pugali) of each star was calculated from
the Poisson probabilities to detect that star based upon
its spatial position, measured flux, photometric uncer-
tainty, and the local imaging depth, given a model that
includes a putative dwarf galaxy and empirical estima-
tion of the local stellar field population. We define the
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution and color–magnitude diagram plots colored by ugali membership probability (pugali) and
proper motion plots colored by mixture model membership probability (pMM) for Centaurus I. (Left): Spatial distribution of
stars with g < 23.5 mag in a 0.25 deg2 area region around the centroid of Centaurus I. Stars with pugali > 0.05 are colored by their
ugali membership probability, and stars with pugali ≤ 0.05 are shown in gray. (Center): Color–magnitude diagram of the stars
shown in the left panel; the errors are derived from the photometric uncertainties of each band. The best-fit PARSEC isochrone
(Table 1) is drawn in black. Several blue horizontal branch stars are identified as highly probable members of Centaurus I and
are clustered very closely to the centroid of the system. Stars cross-matched with Gaia DR2 with pMM > 0.05 are outlined by
their mixture model membership probability. (Right): Gaia proper motions for stars cross-matched with DELVE-WIDE. Stars
with pMM > 0.05 are colored by their mixture model membership probability, and stars with pMM ≤ 0.05 are shown in gray.
The Gaia signal for Centaurus I is distinct against the background field stars.
Membership Plots for DELVE 1
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Figure 4. Similar to Figure 3 but for DELVE 1. The Gaia proper motion signal of DELVE 1 is marginally detected.
sum of ugali membership probabilities as
∑
i pi,ugali.
Note that, due to incomplete coverage (i.e., the inhomo-
geneous background) in the region around DELVE 1,
it is possible that our characterization of of its param-
eters may be slightly biased. However, based on the
best-fit half-light radius and predicted Plummer pro-
file (Figure 4), we expect that only 3 ± 2 likely mem-
ber stars lie outside our covered region (compared to∑
i pi,ugali = 50
+8
−9 for DELVE 1).
Centaurus I was significantly detected in this likeli-
hood analysis with a test statistic (TS) of TS = 308.4,
corresponding to a Gaussian significance of 17.6σ (a dis-
cussion of the likelihood formalism used here is pre-
sented in Appendix C of Drlica-Wagner et al. 2019a).
DELVE 1 was detected at TS = 146.7, or 12.1σ, which is
more significant than many other satellites in DES data
(Bechtol et al. 2015; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015). We note
that DELVE 1 was simultaneously discovered at a lower
significance in data from Pan-STARRS PS1 (Drlica-
Wagner et al. 2019a), lending confidence to the real-
ity of this system. While Drlica-Wagner et al. (2019a)
measured a smaller half-light radius, a larger absolute
magnitude, and a smaller stellar mass for DELVE 1,
these discrepancies are within reported uncertainties
and likely explained by the difference in depth be-
tween the early DELVE-WIDE and Pan-STARRS DR1
datasets.
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The spatial distributions and color–magnitude dia-
grams of stars in 0.◦5 × 0.◦5 regions around the cen-
troids of Centaurus I and DELVE 1 are shown in the
left two panels of Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The
membership probabilities for individual stars are com-
puted using the spatial and initial mass function prob-
abilities and isochrone selection from ugali. Stars with
pugali > 5% are colored by their membership probabil-
ity, and stars with pugali ≤ 5%, which are almost cer-
tainly Milky Way foreground stars, are shown in gray.
The measured size and brightness suggest that Centau-
rus I is likely an ultra-faint galaxy, while DELVE 1 is
likely a faint star cluster in the Milky Way halo. Char-
acteristics of each system are discussed in detail in Sec-
tion 5.
4.2. Proper Motion
To see if stars in each system show coherent sys-
temic motion on the sky, we cross-matched stars in the
DELVE-WIDE catalog to the Gaia DR2 catalog (Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2018) to measure their proper mo-
tions. The stellar sample was filtered by selecting stars
consistent with zero parallax ($ − 3σ$ ≤ 0) and small
proper motions (i.e., removing stars that would be un-
bound to the Milky Way if they were at the distance
of a given system). Stars were selected within 1.◦0 and
0.◦5 for Centaurus I and DELVE 1, respectively, based
on a color–magnitude selection of 0.1 mag in g–r from
a best-fit isochrone with metallicity Z = 0.0002 and
age τ = 13.5 Gyr for Centaurus I, and Z = 0.0005
and τ = 12.5 Gyr for DELVE 1; this color selection was
expanded to 0.2 mag for the main sequence turn-off in
DELVE 1. We note that Gaia DR2 has a limiting mag-
nitude of G ∼ 21 mag (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018),
which is significantly shallower than that of the DELVE-
WIDE dataset.
For the selected stellar sample, we applied a Gaussian
mixture model to determine the proper motions of the
satellite candidates while accounting for the Milky Way
foreground (Pace & Li 2019). Briefly, the mixture model
separates the likelihoods of the satellite and the Milky
Way stars, decomposing each into a product of spatial
and proper motion likelihoods. Stars that are closer to
the centroid are given higher weight by assuming the
best-fit projected Plummer profile (from Section 4.1),
and stars well outside the satellite help determine the
Milky Way foreground proper motion distribution. The
MultiNest algorithm (Feroz & Hobson 2008; Feroz et al.
2009) was used to determine the best-fit parameters, in-
cluding the proper motions of the satellite and of the
Milky Way foreground stars. The mixture model mem-
bership probability (pMM) of each star was calculated
by taking the ratio of the satellite likelihood to the total
likelihood from the posterior distribution (see Pace & Li
2019 for more details).
We derive a proper motion for Centaurus I of
(µα cos δ, µδ) = (0.00
+0.19
−0.18,−0.46+0.25−0.26) mas yr−1 (Ta-
ble 1, right panel of Figure 3), and a proper motion for
DELVE 1 of (µα cos δ, µδ) = (−1.7+0.4−0.4, 1.6+0.2−0.2) mas yr−1
(Table 1, right panel of Figure 4). In the right panels
of Figures 3 and 4, stars with pMM > 5% are col-
ored by their membership probability, and stars with
pMM ≤ 5%, which are almost certainly Milky Way fore-
ground stars, are shown in gray. Stars cross-matched
between DELVE-WIDE and Gaia DR2 with pMM > 5%
are outlined in the center panels of Figures 3 and 4. We
define the sum of the mixture model membership prob-
abilities as
∑
i pi,MM. We find
∑
i pi,MM = 15.0
+1.7
−1.6 and∑
i pi,MM = 4.2
+1.7
−4.2 for members with proper motions
consistent with Centaurus I and DELVE 1, respectively.
Based on the posterior distributions, number of stars,
and diagnostic plots, we clearly detect the proper motion
of Centaurus I, helping confirm that it is a real system.
While we do not find enough member stars to robustly
disentangle the proper motion of DELVE 1 from the
Milky Way foreground, the lack of a clear proper motion
detection in Gaia DR2 for DELVE 1 does not disqualify
it as a real stellar system. Importantly, Gaia DR2 has
a limiting magnitude of G ∼ 21 mag (Gaia Collabora-
tion et al. 2018) while the most probable member stars
of DELVE 1 are old main sequence stars fainter than
G ∼ 21 mag, according to the ugali analysis. If we as-
sume that DELVE 1 has a Chabrier (2001) initial mass
function with an age of 12.5 Gyr and [Fe/H] of −1.5 dex,
then we predict that we should observe N = 6± 3 stars
brighter than G ∼ 21 mag based on 1000 ugali simula-
tions. Performing a similar calculation for Centaurus I
with an age of 13.5 Gyr and [Fe/H] of −1.8 dex, we pre-
dict that we should observe N = 22 ± 5 stars. Given
the small number of predicted members accessible at
these brighter magnitudes, it is unsurprising that there
is no clear proper motion signal for DELVE 1, which has
far fewer likely member stars than Centaurus I, in Gaia
DR2.
5. DISCUSSION
We have presented the discovery of two new stellar
systems and characterized their morphology, stellar age
and metallicity, distance, and kinematics. These mea-
surements can provide insight into their likely natures
as a dark-matter dominated faint dwarf galaxy satellite
and a faint halo star cluster, respectively.
The left panel of Figure 5 presents the distribution
of Milky Way dwarf galaxy satellites (open and filled
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blue triangles), Milky Way halo star clusters (open red
circles) and globular clusters (black crosses) in size–
luminosity space, and the right panel of Figure 5 shows
the same satellites in distance–luminosity space. Based
on their positions in Figure 5, Centaurus I appears to
have properties that are consistent with the popula-
tion of known dwarf galaxy satellites of the Milky Way
(e.g., its properties are similar to those of Leo IV), and
DELVE 1 appears to have properties that are consis-
tent with the population of known halo star clusters
of the Milky Way (e.g., its properties are similar to
those of Mun˜oz 1). However, further investigations will
be needed to confirm these classifications. The derived
properties of each object are discussed in detail in the
following subsections.
5.1. Centaurus I
We found that Centaurus I is an old (τ > 12.85 Gyr),
extended (r1/2 = 79
+14
−10 pc), and faint (MV = −5.55+0.11−0.11
mag) stellar system with an average systemic metallic-
ity ([Fe/H] = −1.8 dex) consistent with that of most
ultra-faint galaxies (McConnachie 2012, 2019 edition).
Given its physical size, Centaurus I is relatively bright
compared to the population of ultra-faint galaxies with
similar size, but its absolute magnitude and physical
size are consistent with the definition for ultra-faint
galaxies put forth in Simon (2019); i.e., a dwarf galaxy
with MV & −7.7 mag.
The well-populated horizontal branch of Centau-
rus I makes it an excellent candidate for RR Lyrae
star searches. In particular, Equation 4 of Mart´ınez-
Va´zquez et al. (2019) predicts that a system with
MV = −5.55 mag should have & 6 RR Lyrae stars.
Discovering RR Lyrae stars in Centaurus I would aid
in verifying the nature of this system by allowing for
the determination of its physical properties with greater
precision (e.g., Greco et al. 2008; Garofalo et al. 2013;
Vivas et al. 2016; Ferguson & Strigari 2019).
Investigation of the region around Centaurus I reveals
a secondary, less-significant overdensity displaced∼ 0.◦17
to the west of Centaurus I (red circle in Figure 1). This
elongated overdensity near the centroid of Centaurus I
could be a candidate tidal feature of the system. Such
potentially tidally disrupted structures have previously
been observed in some Milky Way satellites (e.g., Sand
et al. 2009; Mun˜oz et al. 2010; Sand et al. 2012; Rod-
erick et al. 2015) and provide clues to investigating the
dynamical state of these systems (e.g., Piatek & Pryor
1995; Lokas et al. 2012; Deason et al. 2012; Collins et al.
2017). For instance, the fact that the tidal tails in Tu-
cana III show a high velocity gradient, but no significant
density variation, suggests that it is on radial orbit and
had a recent close pericentric passage about the Milky
Way (Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015; Li et al. 2018). This
radial orbit is confirmed by dynamical modelling (Erkal
et al. 2018) and proper motion measurements from Gaia
DR2 (Simon 2018).
However, this might not be the case for Centaurus I.
Even if a very eccentric orbit is assumed for Centau-
rus I, its current location is too far from the center of the
Milky Way to maintain features induced by tidal strip-
ping after a close pericenter (e.g., Pen˜arrubia et al. 2008;
Kazantzidis et al. 2011; Barber et al. 2015). Tidal struc-
tures induced during the pericentric passage seem to be
short lived and are expected to fade out while traveling
to the apocenter. According to Li et al. (2018), circum-
stantial morphological properties alone cannot provide
reliable evidence for tidal features. We also note that the
displacement of the secondary overdensity is not aligned
with the solar-reflex-corrected proper motion of Cen-
taurus I; this is reminiscent of the Hercules ultra-faint
galaxy, which exhibits elongated and irregular morphol-
ogy perpendicular to a very eccentric orbit at a helio-
centric distance of 140 kpc (Ku¨pper et al. 2017). Gar-
ling et al. (2018) used observations of RR Lyrae variable
stars to determine that much of the stellar content of
Hercules has been stripped, with its orbit aligned along
its minor axis. Other recent studies have been inconclu-
sive about whether or not Hercules has undergone tidal
stripping (Fu et al. 2019). In addition, follow-up deep
imaging has shown that candidate tidal features iden-
tified in relatively shallow imaging surveys can actually
be artifacts caused by clumps of Milky Way foreground
and background stars (e.g., Leo V; Mutlu-Pakdil et al.
2019). Given that the secondary overdensity appears to
be disconnected from the centroid of Centaurus I (Fig-
ure 1), it is also conceivable that it is an associated com-
panion (e.g., as with Car II and Car III; Torrealba et al.
2018). Thus, follow-up deep imaging and spectroscopic
studies of the candidate tidal features of Centaurus I
are needed to illuminate their structure and determine
whether this secondary overdensity is indeed physically
associated with Centaurus I.
It is also interesting to consider the possible origins of
Centaurus I. DES has revealed a concentration of Milky
Way ultra-faint galaxy satellites around the Large and
Small Magellanic Clouds (the LMC and SMC, respec-
tively), suggesting that the LMC has brought its own
satellite population into the Milky Way (e.g., D’Onghia
& Lake 2008; Deason et al. 2015; Jethwa et al. 2018;
Sales et al. 2017; Kallivayalil et al. 2018; Erkal & Be-
lokurov 2019; Jahn et al. 2019; Nadler et al. 2019c).
Hence, we consider whether or not Centaurus I is associ-
ated with the LMC, given their relatively small angular
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Figure 5. (Left): Absolute magnitude vs. azimuthally averaged physical half-light radius of Milky Way dwarf galaxy
satellites (open and filled blue triangles for candidate and confirmed dwarf galaxies, respectively; Drlica-Wagner et al. 2019a,
and references therein), globular clusters (black crosses; Harris 1996), and recently discovered Milky Way halo star clusters
(open red circles; Fadely et al. 2011; Mun˜oz et al. 2012; Balbinot et al. 2013; Belokurov et al. 2014; Laevens et al. 2014; Kim &
Jerjen 2015b; Laevens et al. 2015b; Kim et al. 2016; Luque et al. 2016; Luque et al. 2017; Koposov et al. 2017; Luque et al. 2018;
Torrealba et al. 2019; Mau et al. 2019). Centaurus I is shown as a yellow star, and DELVE 1 is shown as a cyan star. Lines
of constant surface brightness are drawn as dashed gray lines. (Right): Absolute magnitude vs. heliocentric distance of stellar
systems in orbit around the Milky Way. Centaurus I occupies a position in this three-dimensional parameter space consistent
with the population of ultra-faint galaxy satellites of the Milky Way, while the small physical size and heliocentric distance of
DELVE 1 are more consistent with those of faint halo star clusters.
separation (∼ 58◦). To investigate the potential asso-
ciation of Centaurus I with the LMC, we present the
spatial position and solar-reflex-corrected proper mo-
tion vector of Centaurus I over simulated LMC tidal
debris from Jethwa et al. (2016) in Magellanic Stream
coordinates (Nidever et al. 2008) along with the LMC,
SMC, and five other ultra-faint galaxies associated with
the LMC in Figure 6. These five ultra-faint galaxies
are Horologium I, Carina II, Carina III, Hydrus I, and
Phoenix II (Kallivayalil et al. 2018; Erkal & Belokurov
2019), with proper motion measurements coming from
Kallivayalil et al. (2018) and Pace & Li (2019). While
Pardy et al. (2019) suggested that Carina and Fornax
are satellites of the LMC, orbit-modeling done by Erkal
& Belokurov (2019) found that neither Carina nor For-
nax are likely LMC satellites; hence, we do not include
these systems in Figure 6. The position of Centaurus I
is only marginally consistent with that of the simulated
LMC satellites, and its proper motion is nearly antipar-
allel to that of the LMC and its probable satellites.
Thus, we find no strong evidence in support of Cen-
taurus I being a satellite of the LMC from this analysis.
Erkal & Belokurov (2019) put forward an alternative
technique for determining LMC membership where the
orbit of each satellite is rewound in the presence of the
Milky Way and LMC to determine if they were bound
to the LMC before it fell onto the Milky Way. Erkal
& Belokurov (2019) also used this technique on satel-
lites without radial velocity measurements to determine
if there were any radial velocities for which the satellites
belonged to the LMC. This is done by sampling the
proper motions and distances from their observed un-
certainties while sampling the radial velocity uniformly
from −500 to 500 km s−1. This sampling was done
100,000 times, and, for each realization, we rewound
Centaurus I in the combined presence of the LMC and
the Milky Way for 5 Gyr to determine whether it was
originally bound to the LMC. In this analysis, we model
the LMC as a Hernquist profile (Hernquist 1990) with
a mass of 1.5× 1011M and a scale radius of 17.13 kpc,
consistent with recent measurements of the LMC mass
(Pen˜arrubia et al. 2016; Erkal et al. 2019). With this
analysis, we find that, for radial velocities between 350
to 410 km s−1, Centaurus I has a > 5% chance of being
an LMC satellite with a maximum probability of ∼ 10%
at a radial velocity of 385 km s−1. While this probability
is still small, if the radial velocity is found to be in this
range, it would warrant additional investigation. Out-
side of this range, the probability quickly drops below
1% for radial velocities below ∼ 300 km s−1 and above
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490 km s−1. We also note that future proper motion
measurements with Gaia DR3 will improve the proper
motion uncertainties and thus give a more accurate tra-
jectory when rewinding the orbit of Centaurus I.
We also consider whether Centaurus I is associated
with the Vast Polar Structure (VPOS) of the Milky Way
(Pawlowski et al. 2012). A large fraction of Milky Way
satellite galaxies have recently been determined (Fritz
et al. 2018) to lie on a thin, co-rotating plane nearly per-
pendicular to the Milky Way’s stellar disk (Pawlowski &
Kroupa 2013; Pawlowski & Kroupa 2019). Adopting the
same VPOS parameters as Fritz et al. (2018), namely
the assumed normal (lMW, bMW) = (169.3,−2.8) deg
and angular tolerance θinVPOS = 36.
◦87, we find it un-
likely that Centaurus I is a VPOS member. Specifically,
the minimum possible angle between the VPOS and the
satellite’s orbital pole based on spatial information alone
is θpred = 35.
◦15, while the probability that the orbital
pole lies within θinVPOS of the VPOS normal ranges from
∼ 4–10% depending on the assumed heliocentric radial
velocity. In addition, the available spatial and proper
motion measurements prefer a counter-orbiting orienta-
tion relative to the VPOS. However, we note that the
orbital inconsistency does not rule out the possibility of
Centaurus I being a VPOS member as this analysis is
based on the limited information currently available. A
radial velocity measurement is required to conclusively
categorize Centaurus I as either a VPOS member or not
and to determine whether or not it is co- or counter-
orbiting.
5.2. DELVE 1
We identified DELVE 1 as a faint (MV = −0.2+0.8−0.6
mag), compact (r1/2 = 5.4
+1.5
−1.1 pc), and low-mass (M? =
144+24−27 M) stellar system located at a relatively close
heliocentric distance (D = 19.0+0.5−0.6 kpc). As such, it
appears to be consistent with the population of faint
halo star clusters of the Milky Way discovered in recent
years (e.g., Fadely et al. 2011; Mun˜oz et al. 2012; Bal-
binot et al. 2013; Belokurov et al. 2014; Laevens et al.
2014; Kim & Jerjen 2015b; Laevens et al. 2015b; Kim
et al. 2016; Luque et al. 2016; Luque et al. 2017; Ko-
posov et al. 2017; Luque et al. 2018; Torrealba et al.
2019; Mau et al. 2019).
These faint halo clusters have been proposed to be
the remnants of merger events—they were accreted onto
the Milky Way along with their host galaxies, but the
host galaxies themselves were disrupted due to the Milky
Way tides (e.g., Searle & Zinn 1978; Gnedin & Ostriker
1997; Koposov et al. 2007; Forbes & Bridges 2010; Lea-
man et al. 2013; Massari et al. 2017). Specifically, the
compactness of these star clusters is essential to longer
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Figure 6. Relative density of simulated LMC satellites
from Jethwa et al. (2016) normalized to unity. Centaurus I is
shown as a yellow star, and five likely LMC satellites (Hor I,
Car II, Car III, Hyi I, Phe II; Kallivayalil et al. 2018; Erkal
& Belokurov 2019) are shown as black circles; the LMC and
SMC are shown as white circles. Arrows indicate the solar-
reflex-corrected proper motions of each system (no physical
meaning is attributed to the magnitudes of these arrows).
Note that Car II and Car III are spatially coincident but have
different proper motion vectors. The motion and position
of Centaurus I are opposite to those of the LMC and its
satellites, making an association unlikely. DELVE 1 does not
appear because it is located at (LMS, BMS) = (135,−67) deg.
survival timescales despite the strong tidal fields during
merging processes, while the host galaxies of these clus-
ters are disrupted by the Milky Way tides on shorter
timescales. This scenario has received considerable ob-
servational support from the age, metallicity, and spatial
distributions of these clusters (e.g., Zinn 1993; Da Costa
& Armandroff 1995; Mar´ın-Franch et al. 2009; Mackey
& Gilmore 2004; Mackey et al. 2010; Dotter et al. 2010;
Keller et al. 2011) and is further supported by the close
resemblance between Milky Way halo clusters and the
clusters thought to have been accreted with the dwarf
galaxies that fell into the Milky Way (e.g., Smith et al.
1998; Johnson et al. 1999; Da Costa 2003; Wetzel et al.
2015; Yozin & Bekki 2015; Bianchini et al. 2017). Mean-
while, with the advent of Gaia, the assembly history
of the Milky Way has been revealed in greater detail,
shedding light on the origin of these systems. Recently,
kinematic data from Gaia has been used to propose
that ∼ 35% of the Milky Way globular clusters were ac-
creted with merger events (Massari et al. 2019). In addi-
tion, Kruijssen et al. (2019) suggested that ∼ 40% of the
Milky Way globular clusters formed ex situ and accreted
through merger events based on analysis of the age–
metallicity distributions of the globular clusters. This
proposal has been supported by a chemical abundance
analysis of Palomar 13, which found possible similari-
ties between Palomar 13 and other globular clusters that
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purportedly accreted through either the Gaia-Enceladus
or Sequoia events (Koch & Coˆte´ 2019).
Although DELVE 1 does not have spectroscopically
measured metallicity or radial velocity, it is possible to
consider whether DELVE 1 was accreted with the LMC,
which is known to have brought a large population of
star clusters (Bica et al. 2008). The age and metallicity
of DELVE 1 are consistent with those found in the LMC
star clusters; however, the position of DELVE 1 in the
sky easily rules out its association with the LMC, even
if the Leading Arm of the Magellanic Clouds (a very ex-
tended HI gas structure) is taken into account (Nidever
et al. 2010). It is important to note that, without spec-
troscopic information, we are unable to draw a robust
conclusion on the origin of DELVE 1.
Exploring the long-term dynamical evolution of
DELVE 1 may also provide insights into its origins.
To estimate its survival timescale in its current evo-
lutionary state, we compute the evaporation timescale
(i.e., the time over which stars in a star cluster escape
the system due to two-body relaxation) following Ko-
posov et al. (2007). Specifically, we compute tev ' 12trh
(Koposov et al. 2007), where trh is the half-mass relax-
ation time given by Equation 7.2 of Meylan & Heggie
(1997):
trh = 0.138
M1/2R
3/2
h
〈m〉G1/2 ln Λ ,
where M is the total stellar mass of the cluster, Rh
is the half-mass radius (we assume Rh ∼ r1/2), 〈m〉 is
the mean stellar mass of stars in the cluster, G is the
gravitational constant, and Λ ' 0.4N , where N is the
total number of stars in the cluster (a richness of 610 was
fit to DELVE 1 with ugali). We find tev = 3 Gyr for
DELVE 1, which is longer than that of both Kop 1 and
Kop 2 (0.7 Gyr and 1.1 Gyr, respectively; Koposov et al.
2007). However, this evaporation timescale is still only
a quarter of the estimated lifetime of the star cluster
(τ = 12.5 Gyr), suggesting that DELVE 1 can not have
persisted in its observed structural and dynamic state
throughout its lifetime.
5.3. Classification of Ultra-faint Objects
As noted above, the physical classifications of Centau-
rus I and DELVE 1 are uncertain without spectroscopic
information. Classifications based on physical size and
absolute magnitude have become less certain as surveys
have revealed a continuum of objects located between
the size–luminosity loci of classical dwarf galaxies and
globular clusters. In particular, the classification of sys-
tems with MV > −2 mag and 10 pc . r1/2 . 40 pc is
uncertain, leading authors to call this region of parame-
ter space the “valley of ambiguity” (Gilmore et al. 2007;
Conn et al. 2018a,b).
While both Centaurus I and DELVE 1 reside out-
side the most ambiguous region of parameter space,
definitive classification rests on the determination of
the dynamical mass by measuring the velocity disper-
sion. Generally, for an ultra-faint satellite, a resolved
velocity dispersion implies the presence of a dark mat-
ter halo and, definitionally, a classification as a dwarf
galaxy (Willman & Strader 2012). However, despite
significant investment of telescope time, observations of
many recently discovered systems lack sufficient statis-
tical and systematic precision to resolve a velocity dis-
persion smaller than a few km s−1 (e.g., Simon 2019).
Many newly discovered Milky Way satellites still lack
clear velocity and/or metallicity dispersion measure-
ments (Kirby et al. 2015; Kirby et al. 2017; Martin et al.
2016a,b; Walker et al. 2016; Simon et al. 2017), making
it difficult to reliably categorize them as either faint star
clusters or ultra-faint dwarfs. This has led to the adop-
tion of other indirect arguments to infer the presence of
a dark matter halo, including large metallicity disper-
sions (Willman & Strader 2012; Simon et al. 2011), lack
of light element correlations (e.g., in Tucana III; Mar-
shall et al. 2019), and/or low neutron-capture element
abundances (Ji et al. 2019). These indirect classification
criteria are founded on the argument that only systems
with a dark matter halo are able to retain and self-enrich
their gas after the initial episodes of star formation (e.g.,
Kirby et al. 2013) and generally rely on the lack of star
clusters with these observed properties. However, even
metallicity arguments are challenging when there are few
member stars that are bright enough for spectroscopic
follow-up with current facilities.
The classification challenge will become more press-
ing in the coming decade with the advent of the Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), which is expected
to discover up to several hundred new ultra-faint galaxy
candidates and an as-of-yet unpredicted number of faint
halo star clusters (Drlica-Wagner et al. 2019b). Upcom-
ing 30-m telescopes will provide access to the spectra of
fainter member stars, but instrument stability will likely
still be a driving limitation in resolving the small veloc-
ity dispersions expected in these systems. Understand-
ing how to classify new ultra-faint stellar systems will
thus be an important and challenging issue in the era
of LSST, particularly when using the population demo-
graphics of the Milky Way ultra-faint galaxies as a probe
of dark matter microphysics. In the end, even with all
available information, it still may only be possible to
make probabilistic classifications of these systems, which
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can be folded into studies of the Milky Way’s ultra-faint
galaxy population as a systematic uncertainty.
6. SUMMARY
We present the discovery of two ultra-faint stellar sys-
tems, Centaurus I and DELVE 1, in early data from the
DELVE survey. These stellar systems were the most
significant new stellar overdensities detected in an au-
tomated search of ∼ 6,000 deg2 in the southern hemi-
sphere. Based on morphological and isochrone model-
ing, we tentatively classify Centaurus I as an ultra-faint
galaxy and DELVE 1 as a faint halo star cluster. Using
proper motions from Gaia DR2, we confirmed that both
of these systems appear to be physically bound associa-
tions of stars with coherent motion on the sky. We also
found that neither of these satellites are likely to be asso-
ciated with the LMC and that Centaurus I is unlikely to
be associated with the VPOS. Given these two discov-
eries in the early DELVE-WIDE data and predictions
from numerical simulations (e.g., Nadler et al. 2018),
we anticipate that DELVE will discover ∼ 10 satellite
galaxies as it continues to complete contiguous DECam
coverage of the southern sky. Furthermore, Nadler et al.
(2019c) predicted that ∼ 100 satellites of the Milky Way
with MV < 0 mag and r1/2 > 10 pc yet remain to be dis-
covered, and DECam surveys like DELVE will play an
important role in advancing this census.
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